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This article considers the use of adaptive ridge classification rules for classifying
an observation as coming from one of two multivariate normal distributions
N(+(1), 7) and N(+(2), 7). In particular, the asymptotic expected error rates for a
general class of these rules are obtained and are compared with that of the usual
linear discriminant rule.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we have a training sample X (1)1 , ..., X
(1)
n1 from Np(+
(1), 7)
another independent training sample X (2)1 , ..., X
(2)
n2 from Np(+
(2), 7), where
7 is a p_p nonsingular covariance matrix. We wish to classify a new
observation X as coming from one of these two distributions where we
assume apriori that it is equally likely that X comes from either Np(+(1), 7)
or Np(+(2), 7).
In the case where the two distributions are completely known, Wald
(1944) proved that the classification procedure which minimizes the
expected error rate is given by Fisher’s linear discriminant rule, namely,
classify X into Np(+(1), 7) if
\X&+
(1)++(2)
2 +
$
7&1(+(1)&+ (2))0 (1)
and into Np(+(2), 7) otherwise.
However, very often the parameters of the two distributions Np(+(1), 7)
and Np(+(2), 7) are unknown and have to be estimated from the training
samples. Anderson (1951) proposed using the unbiased estimates of +(1),
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+(2) and 7 in (1). In this case we obtain the usual linear discriminant rule,
that is, we classify an observation X into Np(+(1), 7) if
W0=\X&X
(1)+X (2)
2 +
$
S&1(X (1)&X (2))0 (2)
and into Np(+(2), 7) otherwise, where
X (i)= :
ni
j=1
X (i)j ni , i=1, 2,
S= :
2
i=1
:
ni
j=1
(X (i)j &X
(i))(X (i)j &X
(i))$(n1+n2&2).
As observed by Gnanadesikan et al. (1989), the above procedure is
arguably the most widely used rule at present for classifying an observation
into one of two multivariate populations (especially when the population
covariance matrices are approximately equal). The main reasons for its
widespread use are its simplicity, the ready availability of computer
package programs, and reasonable robustness against model violations.
Detailed accounts of this procedure can be found, for example, in
Anderson (1984) and McLachlan (1992).
On the other hand, it is also well known that the usual linear discrimi-
nant rule does not share the same optimality properties as (1). Indeed
except in special circumstances (see, for example, Das Gupta, 1965) and
consistency, Friedman (1989) noted that no finite sample optimality
property of the usual rule has yet been found.
As Loh (1995) reported, there are at least two heuristics which indicate
that S may not be the most suitable estimator to use for 7 in (1). First,
Stein (1956) observed that there is significant distortion of the eigenvalues
of S as estimates of the eigenvalues of 7 (this being the most dramatic
when the eigenvalues of 7 are all approximately equal). Furthermore, as
simulations indicate, a reasonable estimate for 7 should also depend on the
orientation of X (1)&X (2) to the eigenvectors of S (and not only on S).
To partially capitalize on these ideas, alternative ridge classification rules
were proposed by DiPillo (1976, 1977, 1979) and Rodriguez (1988)
amongst others. Unfortunately, it appears that the ridge parameters of
these rules are not sufficiently flexible or sensitive enough and as a result,
there are configurations in the parameter space in which the usual linear
discriminant rule is clearly very much better in terms of expected error rate.
More recently, Loh (1995) considered adaptive ridge classification rules of
the form: Classify an observation X into Np(+(1), 7) if
\X&X
(1)+X (2)
2 +
$ _(1&;) S+;p (tr S) I&
&1
(X (1)&X (2))0, (3)
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and into Np(+(2), 7) otherwise, where 0;1 is a ridge parameter that
depends on the training samples. Here I is the p_p identity matrix and tr
denotes the trace of a matrix. Motivated by the asymptotic expected error
rate expansion of the above rule with ; a nonnegative constant, rule (3)
was proposed with
0 if ;*<0,
;={;* if 0;*1,1 if ;*>1,
where
;*
p
(tr S)={n1+n2n1n2 [D21(tr S&1)& pD22]
+
D21
n1+n2&2
[D21(tr S
&1)&D22]=<(D21D23&D42),
and
D2j =(X
(1)&X (2))$ S & j (X (1)&X (2)), j=1, 2, ... .
Simulations presented there indicate that the above rule compares
favorably in terms of expected error rate with the usual linear discriminant
rule, as well as other ridge classification rules where the ridge parameters
are determined by either the bootstrap or cross-validation. However a
theoretical treatment of the expected error rate of this rule is absent.
This article considers a general class of adaptive ridge classification rules
of the following form: Classify an observation X into Np(+(1), 7) if
W*=\X&X
(1)+X (2)
2 +
$
(S+*I )&1 (X (1)&X (2))0, (4)
and into Np(+(2), 7) otherwise, where the ridge parameter
*=*(X (1), X (2), S)
is a suitably smooth nonnegative function which depends on the training
samples only through X (1), X (2), and S. The difference between rules (3)
and (4) is slight and the latter is simpler to study theoretically.
The asymptotic expected error rate difference between rule (4) and the
usual linear discriminant rule is obtained (Theorem 1) in Section 2. The
asymptotic expected error rate of the adaptive ridge classification rule can
also be obtained easily using Theorem 1, together with the results from
Okamoto (1963).
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An interesting and unexpected (at least to us) consequence of Theorem 1
is that it is not too difficult (at least asymptotically) to construct a consis-
tent adaptive ridge classification rule (for example, the rule proposed by
Loh, 1995) that beats the usual linear discriminant rule in terms of
expected error rate whenever +(1)&+(2) and one of the eigenvectors of 7
are collinear. However, if 7 is highly ellipsoidal, Theorem 1 indicates that
the same adaptive ridge classification rule may do poorly against the usual
rule when, roughly speaking, +(1)&+(2) (suitably normalized) is collinear
with the direction ‘‘forty five degrees’’ to all the eigenvectors of 7. This
appears contrary to what was commonly thought (see, for example,
Friedman, 1989, and Loh, 1995) that if 7 is highly ellipsoidal, the param-
eter configuration most (least) favorable to the usual linear discriminant
rule (relative to other competing consistent classification rules) is the one
in which +(1)&+(2) lies in the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to
the smallest (largest) eigenvalue of 7, respectively, and hence to evaluate
by simulation the error rate of a consistent classification rule relative to
that of the usual linear discriminant rule, it suffices to do so only at these
two ‘‘extreme’’ configurations with the expectation that the relative perfor-
mance of the consistent classification rule at all other parameter configurations
would fall between them. Theorem 1 shows that this is not always the case.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3. Finally for the remainder
of this paper, Or denotes a generic term of the r th order with respect to
1n1 and 1n2 whenever r is a strictly positive constant.
2. ASYMPTOTIC ERROR RATE EXPANSION
We first begin with some preliminary notations. Let , denote the prob-
ability density function of the standard normal distribution,
!( j)=(! ( j)1 , ..., !
( j)
p )$, j=1, 2,
( j)=(! ( j)1 , ..., !
( j)
n )$, j=1, 2,
and let * be the p_p matrix whose ( j, k) th element is given by
1
2 (1+$j, k) %j, k , where %j, k is the ( j, k) th element of a p_p positive
definite matrix 3 and $j, k the Kronecker delta. Furthermore, we write
22j =(+
(1)&+ (2))$ 7& j (+(1)&+(2)), j=1, 2, ...,
*-=*(+(1), +(2), 7),
(( j)*)-=[( j)*(!(1), !(2), 3)] | (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7) , j=1, 2,
(**)-=[**(!(1), !(2), 3)] | (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7) .
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Theorem 1. Let W0 and W* be as in (2) and (4), respectively. Suppose
that *-=O1 and * analytic at the point (+(1), +(2), 7). Then the expected
error rate difference between rules (2) and (4) is given by
1
2[P(W*<0 | XtNp(+(1), 7))&P(W0<0 | XtNp(+ (1), 7))
+P(W*>0 | XtNp(+(2), 7))&P(W0>0 | XtNp(+ (2), 7))]
=, \212 + 2&31 {
1
2n1
[222(+
(1)&+(2))$ ((1)*)-
&221(+
(1)&+(2))$ 7&1((1)*)-]
+
1
2n2
[222(+
(2)&+(1))$ ((2)*)-&221(+
(2)&+(1))$ 7&1((2)*)-]
+
1
n1+n2
[221(+
(1)&+ (2))$ (**)-7&1(+(1)&+ (2))
&222(+
(1)&+(2))$ (**)- (+ (1)&+(2))]
+
*-
2 {
*-
2
(2212
2
3&2
4
2)+
n1+n2
n1n2
[ p222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]
+
221
n1+n2
[222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]==+O3 . (5)
Motivated by Stein (1975) in the context of covariance matrix estimation,
we shall now heuristically minimize the asymptotic expected error rate
difference as given in (5) to determine an appropriate choice of the ridge
parameter. Ignoring the derivative terms as well as O3 , the right-hand side
of (5) is minimized when the ridge parameter * satisfies *=*:(X (1), X (2), S)
with
*-:=*:(+
(1), +(2), 7)
={n1+n2n1n2 [221(tr 7&1)& p222]
+
221
n1+n2
[221(tr 7
&1)&222]=<(221223&242+:)
and :=0. We note that Loh (1995) using a different approach, proposed
essentially the positive part of such a *-: . To ensure that *
-
:=O1 and,
hence, the conditions of Theorem 1 apply when 2212
2
3&2
4
2=0, we shall
take : to be a strictly positive constant.
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Observing that rules (2) and (4) with ridge parameter *: are equivariant
under orthogonal transformations, we shall without loss of generality,
assume that 7=diag(_1, 1 , ..., _p, p). First suppose that +(1)&+(2) is
collinear with one of the eigenvectors of 7. Then
222(+
(1)&+ (2))$ (( j)*:)-&221(+
(1)&+ (2))$ 7&1(( j)*:)- =0, j=1, 2,
221(+
(1)&+(2))$ (**:)- 7&1(+(1)&+(2))
&222(+
(1)&+ (2))$ (**:)- (+(1)&+(2))=0,
2212
2
3&2
4
2=0.
It follows from Theorem 1 that
1
2[P(W*:<0 | XtNp(+
(1), 7))&P(W0<0 | XtNp(+(1), 7))
+P(W*:>0 | XtNp(+
(2), 7))&P(W0>0 | XtNp(+(2), 7))]
=&
1
4:231
, \212 +{:2*-2: +{
n1+n2
n1 n2
[221(tr 7
&1)& p222]
+
221
n1+n2
[221(tr 7
&1)&222]=
2
=+O3
=&
:
2231
, \212 + *-2: +O3 .
Since *-:=O1 , this implies that for these parameter configurations, such an
adaptive ridge classification rule with ridge parameter *: beats the usual
linear discriminant rule in terms of asymptotic expected error rate.
Unfortunately it is easy to check, for example, if
_1, 1 r_2, 2 r } } } r_p, p=1
and (+(1)&+(2))2k_k, k=some large constant for all 1kp, using *
-=*-:
results in strict positivity of the right-hand side of (5) if terms of order O3
are ignored.
This gives us a counterexample to what was commonly thought (see also
the Introduction) that if 7 is highly ellipsoidal, the parameter configuration
most (least) favorable to the usual linear discriminant rule (relative to
other competing consistent classification rules) is the one in which
+(1)&+(2) lies in the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the
smallest (largest) eigenvalue of 7, respectively.
This also leads us to the following open question: Does there exist a
*- 0 such that the right-hand side of (5) is always negative (neglecting
terms of order O3)? If such a *- exists, then the corresponding adaptive
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classification rule would asymptotically dominate the usual discriminant
rule in terms of expected error rate.
From the symmetry between Np(+ (1), 7) and Np(+(2), 7) in this classifica-
tion problem, it is natural to choose the ridge parameter * to satisfy
((1)*)-=&((2)*)- . For example, *: satisfies this condition. This leads to
the following useful simplification of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, suppose that ((1)*)-
=&((2)*)- . Then
1
2[P(W*<0 | XtNp(+(1), 7))&P(W0<0 | XtNp(+ (1), 7))
+P(W*>0 | XtNp(+(2), 7))&P(W0>0 | XtNp(+(2), 7))]
=, \212 + 2&31 {
n1+n2
2n1n2
[222(+
(1)&+(2))$ ((1)*)-
&221(+
(1)&+(2))$ 7&1((1)*)-]
+
1
n1+n2
[221(+
(1)&+ (2))$ (**)- 7&1(+(1)&+ (2))
&222(+
(1)&+(2))$ (**)- (+(1)&+(2))]
+
*-
2 {
*-
2
(2212
2
3&2
4
2)+
n1+n2
n1 n2
[ p222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]
+
221
n1+n2
[222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]==+O3 .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The following proof is motivated by Okamoto (1963). Let
7 =7+*-I,
2 2j =(+
(1)&+ (2))$ 7 & j (+(1)&+ (2)), j=1, 2, . . .,
and
2 21=(+
(1)&+ (2))$ 7 &177 &1(+(1)&+ (2)).
With W* as in (4), we consider the characteristic function
*(t)=E exp[it2 &11 (W*&2
2
1 2)]
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of the random variable 2 &11 (W*&2
2
1 2) when XtNp(+(1), 7). Then by
conditioning on X (1), X (2), and S, we get
*(t)=E9*(X (1), X (2), S),
where
9*(X (1), X (2), S)
=exp {&it2 2 &11 2 21+it2 &11 \+(1)&
X (1)+X (2)
2 +
$
_(S+*I )&1 (X (1)&X (2))
&
t2
2
2 &21 (X
(1)&X (2))$ (S+*I )&1 7(S+*I )&1 (X (1)&X (2))= .
Since * is analytic, we expand 9* as a Taylor series about the point
(+(1), +(2), 7). Thus,
*(t)=E exp[(X (1)&+(1))$ (1)+(X (2)&+ (2))$ (2)
+tr[(S&7) *]] 9*(!(1), ! (2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7) .
Using the moment generating function formulas for X (1), X (2), and S, we
have
*(t)=exp { 12n1 (1)$7(1)+
1
2n2
(2)$7(2)&(tr 7*)&
n1+n2&2
2
_log }I& 27*n1+n2&2}= 9*(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7) . (6)
Substituting the expansion
&log |I&3 |=(tr 3)+ 12(tr 3
2)+ 13(tr 3
3)+ } } }
in (6), we get
*(t)=exp { 12n1 (1)$7(1)+
1
2n2
(2)$7(2)+
1
n1+n2
(tr 7*7*)
+
4
3(n1+n2)2
(tr 7*7*7*)
+O3= 9*(!(1), ! (2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7) . (7)
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In a similar manner, letting *#0 and then expanding 90 as a Taylor
series about the point (+(1), +(2), 7 ), we have
0(t)=exp { 12n1 (1)$7(1)+
1
2n2
(2)$7(2)&*-(tr *)
+
1
n1+n2
(tr 7*7*)+
4
3(n1+n2)2
(tr 7*7*7)
+O3= 90(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 ) . (8)
It follows from (7), (8), Lemmas 1 and 2 (see below) and the Fourier
inversion formula that
P(W*<0 | XtNp(+(1), 7))&P(W0<0 | XtNp(+(1), 7))
=
1
2? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx[*(t)&0(t)] dt dx
=, \212 + 2&31 {
1
n1
[222(+
(1)&+(2))$ ((1)*)-
&221(+
(1)&+(2))$ 7&1((1)*)-]
+
1
n1+n2
[221(+
(1)&+ (2))$ (**)- 7&1(+(1)&+ (2))
&222(+
(1)&+(2))$ (**)- (+(1)&+(2))]=
+*-, \212 + 2&11 {
*-
4
(223&2
&2
1 2
4
2)+
1
n1
[ p2&21 2
2
2&(tr 7
&1)]
+
1
2(n1+n2)
[222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]=+O3 . (9)
Hence via symmetry, we conclude from (9) that the expected error rate
difference between rules (2) and (4) is given by
1
2[P(W*<0 | XtNp(+(1), 7))&P(W0<0 | XtNp(+ (1), 7))
+P(W*>0 | XtNp(+(2), 7))&P(W0>0 | XtNp(+ (2), 7))]
=, \212 + 2&31 {
1
2n1
[222(+
(1)&+(2))$ ((1)*)-
&221(+
(1)&+(2))$ 7&1((1)*)-]
+
1
2n2
[222(+
(2)&+(1))$ ((2)*)-&221(+
(2)&+(1))$ 7&1((2)*)-]
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+
1
n1+n2
[221(+
(1)&+ (2))$ (**)- 7&1(+(1)&+ (2))
&222(+
(1)&+(2))$ (**)- (+ (1)&+(2))]
+
*-
2 {
*-
2
(2212
2
3&2
4
2)+
n1+n2
n1n2
[ p222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]
+
221
n1+n2
[222&2
2
1(tr 7
&1)]==+O3 .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The following are two lemmas that contain results needed in the proof
of Theorem 1. In order to keep the length of this article reasonable, the
proofs of these lemmas have been omitted.
Lemma 1. With the notation of Theorem 1, we have
1
2? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx*-(tr *)
_90(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 ) dt dx
=
*-2
2
, \212 + 2&31 (221223&242)+O3 ,
1
4? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx*-2(tr *)2
_90(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 ) dt dx
=
*-2
4
, \212 + 2&31 (221223&242)+O3 ,
1
4n2? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx*-(tr *) (2)$7(2)
_90(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 ) dt dx
=O3 ,
1
2(n1+n2) ? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx*-(tr *) (tr 7*7*)
_90(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 ) dt dx
=
*-
2(n1+n2)
, \212 + 2&11 [222&(tr 7&1) 221]+O3 ,
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and
1
4n1? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx*-(tr *) (1)$7(1)
_90(!(1), !(2), 3)| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 ) dt dx
=
*-
n1
, \212 + 2&31 [ p222&221(tr 7&1)]+O3 ,
Lemma 2. With the notation of Theorem 1, we have
1
4n1 ? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx
_[[(1)$7(1)9*(!(1), !(2), 3)]| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7)
&[(1)$7(1)90(!(1), !(2), 3)]| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 )] dt dx
=
1
n1
, \212 + 2&31 [222(+ (1)&+ (2))$ ((1)*)-
&221(+
(1)&+ (2))$ 7&1((1)*)-]+O3 ,
1
4n2 ? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx
_[[(2)$7(2)9*(!(1), !(2), 3)]| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7)
&[(2)$7(2)90(!(1), !(2), 3)]| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 )] dt dx
=O3 ,
and
1
2(n1+n2) ? |
&2 212 1
&12
&
|

&
e&itx
_[[(tr 7*7*) 9*(!(1), !(2), 3)]| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7)
&[(tr 7*7*) 90(!(1), ! (2), 3)]| (!(1), !(2), 3)=(+(1), +(2), 7 )] dt dx
=
1
n1+n2
, \212 + 2&31 [221(+(1)&+ (2))$ (**)- 7&1(+(1)&+(2))
&222(+
(1)&+(2))$ (**)- (+ (1)&+(2))]+O3 .
Remark. Due to cancellation, the second order partial derivatives of *
do not appear on the right-hand side of the results in Lemma 2.
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